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with 2015 being an unforgettable year for film, fans were introduced to some pretty cool movie news too, including the long-awaited new star wars installment, and the release of marvel's movie the avengers. but another exciting bit of news was the premiere of the sequel to the fast and the furious, titled furious 7. with an incredible cast that included vin diesel, dwayne johnson, jordana brewster, michelle rodriguez, jason statham, tyrese gibson, and more, fans were already excited when the full trailer was released last month. however, the full plot and synopsis of the new film has been one of the biggest mysteries for moviegoers, until now. although no official plot summary has been released for furious 7 yet, we can gather a few things about the story so far. we've
compiled the facts that fans have been getting their heads around for the last few months, so feel free to enjoy the knowledge right here. besides having an action-packed plot, the new entry features an amazing cast, including a massive role for the returning dwayne johnson. the action-packed plot of the new film also stars vin diesel and dwayne johnson. the film will be released on february 3, 2017, where it is expected to make more than $100 million during its first weekend alone. fast and furious 7 is directed by justin lin, who is also the director of the fast & furious series. the new film is also written by chris morgan and craig borten. the film will be shot completely in atlanta, georgia, and is expected to have a sequel. besides being a very good time to start

celebrating the film, it's also a good time to start thinking about how you're going to get to see the film! the release date of the movie is february 3, 2017. are you excited yet? let us know on facebook and twitter for more updates!
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in pictures: sherlyn chopra on independence day, becoming a star maker varun dhawan, who makes his long awaited hindi
debut with the latest baahubali sequel in south india, made a surprising announcement that he has taken a five year break

from acting. in a recently released photo, the 28 year old actor is seen with his long-time girlfriend and prominent actor,
shraddha kapoor. the couple who broke up in 2015, made a comeback in the beginning of last year with a sequence in the
romantic comedy, ae dil hai mushkil. though the couple is working together again, there has been no official word on their

relationship status. the photo shows varun posing with shraddha and the actor who plays his dad in baahubali 2, prabhas in a
casual summer day setting with the two of them sharing a warm look. catching and shooting a leopard is not easy but for

hunters in india, it's almost like a second job. the government of india, the national tiger conservation authority and the forest
department has posted more than a thousand leopards on indian roads and remote surveillance cameras are being installed
in the countryside to keep a watchful eye on them. thankfully, for the safety of the vulnerable species and the protection of
the leopard habitat, few people are hurt as this leopard looks as it is going about its daily business. carey mulligan told time
magazine that the biopic centers on how the initial idea of padmavati all began. "she took a train and stood on it and put up
the board and she wrote down the title and she put her signature on it and she boarded it," said mulligan, who also stars in
the film. the movie is based on the 15th century tale by malik muhammad jayasi. in the novel, rani padmavati is a romance
between the hindu rajput queen and the muslim sultan alauddin khilji of delhi. the movie stars deepika padukone, ranveer

singh, shah rukh khan, priyanka chopra, shahid kapoor, rani mukerji, anushka sharma, and karan johar in a romance between
the hindu queen and the muslim emperor. the movie centers on the historical event, considered a tale of eternal love, and not
about padmavati's alleged relations with alauddin khilji.as with other hindi movies, the film will go through months of round of
pre-production before shooting starts. the schedule for the shoot will begin after diwali, which falls on nov. 21, 2016. the film

will be released in february 2017. 5ec8ef588b
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